
BOILER AND HEATING SYSTEM
CLEANERS AND COMPOUNDS cont'd
hi-heat heavy duty furnace cement 
Ready-to-use, heavier consistency mortar-like compound.
Withstands 3000°F. Won’t freeze to +10°F. For setting up fur-
naces, ranges, stoves. Adheres to all surfaces to make fireproof,
gas and acid-proof seal on heating applications. 1⁄2 gal., 1 gal.

for heat’s sake™ retort/furnace cement
Withstands temperatures to 3000°F. For use on furnaces, boilers,
fireboxes, stoves and other refractory applications. Adheres to fire-
brick, iron, wood, or stone surfaces for non-porous, fireproof, acid-
proof seal. Contains no asbestos. 1 gal.

furnace/stove cement
Ready to use high temperature compound for setting up furnaces,
ranges, stoves. Makes joints acid-proof, gas-proof, fireproof. Won’t
crumble when dry. Contains no asbestos.
1⁄2 pt., 1 pt., 1⁄2 gal., 11 oz. cartridge.

cryo-tek™ anti-freeze
Modern HVAC and water system freeze protection. Non-toxic.
Contains chemical ingredients to prevent corrosion. Protects systems
down to -50°F (-46°C). For use in homes, recreation vehicles, mobile
homes, trailers, boats, and industrial use.
1 gal., 5 gals., 55 gals.

cryo-tek™ AG anti-freeze
Concentrated Arctic Grade anti-freeze solution. Non-toxic. Contains
chemical ingredients to prevent corrosion. Protects HVAC, water, and
closed loop solar systems at temperatures as low as -100°F (-73°C).
For use in homes, recreation vehicles, mobile homes, trailers, boats,
and industrial use. Excellent heat transfer agent for solar systems.
1 gal., 5 gals., 55 gals.

cryo-tek™ --100 anti-freeze
When used undiluted, gives anti-freeze protection to -100°F 
(-73°C) for hydronic heating, cooling, potable water, and closed loop
solar systems. Non-toxic. Contains chemical ingredients to prevent
corrosion. For homes, recreational vehicles, mobile homes, trailers,
boats, and industrial use. Excellent heat transfer agent for solar 
systems. 1 gal., 5 gals., 30 gals., 55 gals.

citrus foam degreaser
Pleasantly scented foaming cleaner-degreaser that emulsifies and
washes away grease, grime, soot and most other oils and dirt from
metal and other hard surfaces. It can be used on all general heating
and air conditioning equipment with a simple water rinse, and is very
effective for hard to reach places, where the aggressive foaming
action leaves equipment with a fresh clean surface. 17 oz.

fast dry degreaser
Non-foaming, fast drying degreaser. It is an excellent solvent to wash
away grease, oil, soot and grime without leaving a film, and with no
rinsing required. 16 oz.

contact cleaner
Its combination of solvents and propellants remove oil, dirt and 
moisture from the surface of contact points on small electrical 
equipment. Solvent flushes off oil, grease and metallic oxides caused
by corrosion or arcing, while leaving a clean, dry surface. No rinse
required. 11 oz.

condenser coil cleaner
Used for small condenser coils to strip off dirt and grease without a
water rinse. It is a quick drying safety solvent. 16 oz.

blot-o™ plus
Absorbs more fuel oil per volume than other absorbers in its class.
New technology utilizes a unique recycled paper material, mixed with
specially selected clays to create a super-absorbent material.
Formulated with a fresh fragrance. 19 oz., 15 lb.

blot-o™ air
Does not mask odors, but actually reacts with and eliminates odors
from fuel oil, gasoline and petroleum based products. This 
concentrated proprietary formulation requires just a light spray to
work effectively; with a fragrance that does not linger, it imparts a
pleasant after-scent. Works effectively with Blot-O Plus to kill off oil
spills and their subsequent odors. 16 oz.
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